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It nay be true, as sone people say, that good cooks are "born, not nade.

But the "born cook will "be the first to acknowledge that she can still learn much
.t her art — the science of it, for instance, if she has not had a college
rse in chemistry and physics. TJhy do we cook food at all? Uhat happens when

n boil a potato? why do we do one thing to starchy foods like oatmeal, flour or
potatoes, and something else to meats? V/liat causes the trouble when fats get too

hot, and why?

One of the principal reasons why we cook so many of our foods is that we
the cooked foods better. Few of us care to eat raw meat or raw potatoes or

Ln lard or suet. They are not palatable until cooking changes the flavor and
the texture to suit our taste. So far as nutritive value is concerned, nothing is

y cooking and usually something is lost. But you can make sone foods more
stible by cooking, and you will destroy certain dangerous bacteria or parasite

i

that may be present by heat.

In fact, primitive cooking narked a step in nan's civilization, and scien-'
tific cooking goes several steps farther. To the talents of the born cook, who
gets good results by neons of her imagination, experience and skill, science adds
knowledge of what foods are made of, and why the results of cooking are what they
are.

In other words, when it comes to cooking the contents of your market basket,
or the products of your farm or garden, you treat them according to what they are
chiefly nade of. The substances that are found in largest quantity in the compo-
sition of most foods are either carbohydrates or proteins or fats. So one set of
cooking principles applies to the "carbohydrate foods", another set to the "protei -

roods", and still another to the fats. Let's see what this means so far as the
carbohydrate foods are concerned, particularly the starchy ones.

To the chemist, carbohydrates are eonpcmn&s of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
aai there are many of then throughout the vegetable kingdom. But in cookery the
chief carbohydrates are starch, sugar, and the plant- structure material called
cellulose. Cereals and potatoes are composed largely of starch. Candy is
chiefly sugar. All the plant foods — vegetables or fruits — have a framework
°* cellulose, whether root, stalk, leaf, fruit or seed. In cookery, we treat all
all vegetables and fruits as "carbohydrate foods."
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Most of the starchy foods are tasteless until cooked. It takes heat to

develop their flavor, so you cook oatmeal, or whole wheat, or rice or "barley or

raeal or flour, or potatoes. You cook then either with moist heat, that is,

pater or steam, or with dry heat, as when you bake then. The cereal" -product

s

arc dry, and, to get the results you want, you cook then in water, which is

absorbed until the tiny, invisible starch granules swell and soften. But you

t treat the starch in such a way that the water and the heat can reach the

granules evenly. Otherwise you will have lumps, which will he dry inside and

hard and tasteless "because uncooked.

Oatmeal or any of the coarser-grained cereal products arc easy to cook be-

cause you need only to add then gradually to boiling water and let the bubbling of

the v/ater keep the grains apart, with occasional stirring, to prevent the lumps

fron forming. But when you are nailing gravy or white sauce or pudding, with flour
sorn-starch thickening, you have to use a different method. Flour and corn-
E'en are ground so fine that if they are put directly into hot liquid the out-

side grains, as they strike the liquid, cook and form lumps enclosing raw starch
Lde. To avoid the lumps, you separate the starch grains first by mixing them

Ath cold water, or else with fat, or for some purposes with sugar. When you add
this mixture to the hot liquid, the starch grains cook separately before they can

lumps. Stir until the hot mixture boils, and continue cooking until the raw
starch taste is gone — then you have a smooth gravy, or sauce, or pudding, as the
case may be. That is one of the fundamentals of starch cookery.

When you make a lemon pie you encounter another principle. The filling is
B fixture of sugar, water, eggs and a little fat, thickened with corn— starch, and
flavored with lemon j.ice. But acid thins a mixture that is thickened with starch
because it turns the starch into something else — into "dextrins", which are sub-
stances that do not thicken. This is one reason why you cook the starch-thickened
filling for lemon pie before you add the lemon juice.

When you bake a starchy food the "dextrins" cone into the picture again.
Moist heat causes starch to swell, but dry heat -- browning — turns starch into
dextrins, just as acids do. The browned surface of a loaf of bread or of a piece
of toast is "dextrinized" . So is the flour you brown to make brown gravy. It is
ior this reason that brown gravy does not thicken readily, and you use more browne.
flour than white to make a gravy.

You brown, or dextrinize, foods to get a taste you like. If, however, you
Drown then to the point of burning, you get a taste and texture you probably do
£ot_ like. You have destroyed the dextrins, or "carbonized" then.

Potatoes, unlike cereals, contain a great deal of water with their starch,
and they have a skin which prevents evaporation of the water when you cook then in
the dry heat of the oven. The structure, or framework of the potato, as of other
plant foods, is cellulose, a carbohydrate which softens when heated with moisture.
Thus the effect of heat on the potato is to soften the cellulose at the sane tine
" develops flavor in the starch. In addition, the outer surface of the potato
Is slightly browned, or dextrinized, developing additional flavor. That is why
the baked potato tastes different fron potatoes cooked in water. It is really
cooked in its own juice, within its own shell, and browned on the surface.
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Mien you boil pared potatoes, you still cook then in their own juice, for

me water you acid serves to conduct heat and prevents too rapid evaporation of the
r in the potato, thus keeping the potato itself fron browning or burning.

YThen you fry potatoes, you brown the surface or dcxtrinize it, while the
starch inside cooks in its own water and the cellulose inside is softened. What

2ns to the fat in which the potato is browned is another story — but it gives
an additional flavor, peedliar to fried foods. In potato chips or shoestring
potatoes, because they are cut so thin, the starch is practically all dextrinized,

they are browned way through. They are crisp because the heat has driven the

later out of then until they are very dry.
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